Nexus 126

Hours of Operation:
Room available by reservation only

To Reserve Room:
Contact Kathy Gableman at 516.877.3320

Software Available for Use:
[it.adelphi.edu/catalog/standard-software/#technology]

Physical Description:

- Flex lecture/sit and stand (podium)
- Flexible chairs and tables
- Dry erase wall covering
- Multiple Projectors
- (6) LCD TV’s
- Camera for lecture capture
- HDMI/VGA/USB inputs at lectern location
- Audio/Speech Reinforcement
- Handheld microphone
- Internet access, wireless/wired
- Cable TV
- Laptop accessible
- **Adapters are Available at the Help Desk Located in Swirbul Library**
- Content Sharing via Air Media
  - What is Air Media?
- No Laptop Cart Available